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Podcasting Success in a Day 2nd Edition: Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Fast, Easy, and Efficient
Learning of PodcastingWhat is Podcasting?Want to take your online marketing to the next level and
provide Podcasts?Need simple guide to getting started with Podcasting?Need cheap and easy
solutions to Podcasting?What equipment to use for Podcasting?How about a successful strategy to
Podcasting?Want tips on how to get consumers to subscribe to your podcast?All start today right
here with one click!
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I must be missing something. After reading a dozen or so 5-star reviews for this title, I thought I had
found the Royal Road to Podcasting. What a disappointmentâ€¦.The main problem was that the book
was a 30+ page collection of generalities. The topics were helpful, but there was nothing
specificâ€”no recommendations, no examples, no suggestions.For example, thereâ€™s a Section on
Equipment. How about recommending a specific Dictaphone or Microphone? (If youâ€™re worried
about potential accusations, simply include a disclaimer.)Re: Naming your Podcast: â€œBe sure to
choose a catchy title.â€• Again, how about an example of one?The one specific detail given

concerned Podcast length: He recommends 15-20 minutes.Re: Music and Sound Effects: â€œThe
Internet will point you to sources of free music and sound effects.â€• Really ?Re: Headlines:
â€œCreate a great headline for your Podcast. (?) Funny, I thought a poor headline would do just as
wellâ€¦.Re: Directories: â€œUtilize Podcast Directories.â€• Can you recommend 1 or 2?And so
onâ€¦.So disappointingâ€¦.

I LOVE that this book is the "Readers Digest" version of a perfect how-to book on the basics of
podcasts.I have been wanting to market my business for some time now in a new age way, to bring
in a more diverse group of consumers. I had tried every way I could think to make my podcasts
successful with no luck. That is until I found this book.I got so tired of trying to learn about podcasts
from books with a million pages off language I just didn't understand. The author gives great insight
and direction here in a shorter, easier to understand way, and I am happy to say that my business is
well on its way.I feel this book should be a mandatory addition for anyone who is wanting to learn
how to make successful podcasts as it has been vital for mine. I highly recommend it!

Not specific enough to guide me through podcasting for the first time. I wanted to produce a podcast
that could be uploaded to Itunes. I found another book that was more specific and guided me
through the process.

When you need cheap and easy solutions to Podcasting, I recommend you to buy this book.A book
about equipment to use for Podcasting and how about a successful strategy to Podcasting.A simple
guide to getting started with Podcasting.

Must Read For Aspiring Podcasters ,a great job of explaining how to get up and running in your very
own podcast. There is a reason his www.entrepreneuronfire.com podcast is so successful, he has
taken the time to become a master at his work! He shares all the great tips and ideas to take you
from zero to an on fire podcaster in easy to follow steps! I am selective in what I review and I will
always give an honest opinion.

Too simple and genetic. Tips include work on your speaking voice, get a microphone. It didn't offer
any real specific information or suggest any programs to use to help you upload or create a
podcast. I only gave it 3 stars bc Sam Key didn't do any self promotion. Which is nice.

Okay so the books that have "Computers for dummies" Well this book has great, straight to the
point guiding you ever step! I would recommend!The only disclaimer I have is, I did not get paid to
write this review nor did I get any compensation for this review either

I always wanted to learn to understand podcasting, everyone was talking about them and I do not
even understood what it was about, I decided to buy this book and it was a great decision, it is easy
and fast to read and have useful information for people like me want enter this world from scratch
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